
Chemistry 
Mr. Horan 

Phone & Voice Mail:  (720) 886-6639 
email: mhoran@cherrycreekschools.org 

Use SCHOOLOGY to access class information(Notes, Syllabus, Additional Helpful 
Resources) 

 
My Schedule for the 2021-2022 School Year 

               1A    Chemistry                  L211             1B   OFF                 L125 
               2A   Chemistry                  L211     2B   Honors Chem   L121 
               3A    Chemistry    L211             3B   Plan                 L125 
               4A    Plan     L125           4B   Chemistry        L211 
          
Class Rules: 

1. Be Respectful 
- No put downs, name calling, racial, ethnic or religious jokes 
- One person talks at a time 
- Listen to what others have to say and contribute positively 

2. Be Prepared 
- Be on time  
- Have all materials ready on a daily basis, this includes: 
- Paper, pencil or pen, workbook and calculator (Your phone is NOT a calculator) 
- BRING COMPUTER TO CLASS EVERYDAY 
- Come to class or for help with specific questions and prepared 
- Your work needs to be neat, legible and organized with your name and period. 
- Answer with complete sentences when possible and units labeled 

3. Attendance 
- Your attendance is extremely important in this course since it is lab based. 
- Labs need to be made up within a few days (see me to schedule)  

due to equipment constraints in our department 
4. Grading   
      -     The grading policy for Chemistry class is the same with all teachers and is                            
as follows: 

  - In the Summative Category, which is the parts that determine your grade,  
  Unit Tests 20%, Quizzes 20%, WebAssigns 20%, and Labs 20%, then in a separate 
Category the Final Exam 20%.  Quiz grades can be replaced with a higher grade on the Unit Test by 
demonstrating that you have learned the material. 
   - The Formative Category does not figure into the grade, however is graded and  
  returned for feedback as well as recorded in Powerschool.  The formative category  
  includes Skills Practice (a lab that contains skills that are important and necessary to 
  have before performing a chemistry based lab), Concept Checks (checking where  
  everyone is at and how you are grasping the content. 
      -    Grades are updated in Powerschool every Friday and you are expected to check that 
all grades are in order and if there is a problem they can let me know so it is corrected.   
 

mailto:mhoran@cherrycreekschools.org


5.  Help                                                                                     
       -   All notes are online and posted before the unit starts on Schoology and are 
arranged in folders.  Every Unit includes the name of the unit and number (I put the current  
  unit on top for easier access).  Clicking on the Blue Folder takes you into the Unit  
  where there are several folders:  Syllabus (ORANGE):  They are given out unit by 
unit listing what we are doing in class and practice. Notes (RED): The powerpoints are listed 
with the name & dates that correspond to the syllabus. 

- Seek help as soon as you need it, don’t wait until it is too late like the day  
      of the test or quiz. Quizzes (large) and tests can be made up in the Math/Science 
 Testing Room L205 during your off periods, before and after school, but must be  
 completed at one time, you cannot go back to finish. 
  

5. Responsible Freedoms 
- Cell Phones are not permitted in classrooms for social purposes.  They need to be 

turned off or silenced during lectures, labs, tests and quizzes and placed in the Cell 
Phone Wall Hanger when you come into class.  No ringing or texting in class!!  
Calculators can be rented for $25 for the school year from the Math/Science 
Resource Room. NO CALCULATORS will be loaned out.  

- Dress Code will be enforced. Please read the school policy in the handbook.  If you 
are in violation of the dress code you will be sent to the Dean’s Office to put on 

      something more appropriate for school. 
- Food and Drink:  Food is not permitted in the chemistry classroom.  You must take 

care of your meals before you enter the classroom.  If you have a specific dietary 
need please communicate that to me so we can make arrangements.  Water is 
permitted. 

 


